
Experience the Philippines’ MAGIC 
MAGIC Island (Moalboal)     &     MAGIC Oceans (Bohol) 

January 4-17, 2024     Magicresorts.online 
Dates above include approximate travel time to and from the Philippines. 

Space is limited with only 16 cottages. 
$3500 each with 2 divers/room   PRIVATE Room is plus $1000   Non divers deduct $400 

Snorkeling on the house reef is AMAZING.    
(Price is based on USD / Philippino Peso rate of 50.    If the exchange rate drops below 47, a 6% surcharge will apply) 

 

Passports must be valid 6+ months beyond return and have 2+ blank pages 
$1000 AND a copy of your passport info page required for deposit 

Divers MUST have certification card and diver insurance  
Airfare is not included.   

Travel insurance is strongly recommended. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Photos    https://www.flickr.com/photos/steelreefs/sets/72157633498451963/ 
 

DIVING:  It’s the reason . . . . Both resorts are located on the sea front facing fantastic house reefs, 
where you can dive any time, day or night.  Inside the dive centers, each person has a hanging post and 

crate.  Plus, . . .  there’s lots of room outside to prepare your equipment, plan your dives or just sit in the 
sun and soak up some rays.  The tide is usually high enough for the boats to pull up to the dive center,    

so it’s just one step and you’re aboard.   Water temperatures in Jan are 80F - 82F . 
 

There are 3 boats; the larger two are equipped with a dry area and an enclosed toilet. 
Refreshments are provided between dives.  There is a fresh water rinse tank onboard for cameras.   

Experienced Captains and crew are always ready to assist in any manner necessary. 
VALET SERVICE available upon request.    This is very NICE with regard to large camera sets. 

 
The Magic Resorts boast a vast array of local marine life including the elusive Thresher Shark  

often spotted hunting the huge school of Sardines that reside at Panagsama Wall.   
The Sardine bait ball is a spectacle all its own, with literally TONS of fish making up the school.   

Watching them shift and change shapes as the predators swoop in is mesmerizing.  
Go to the website Magicresorts.online to learn more about what awaits ! 

 
Harry’s Dive Shop, Inc.  /  Metairie Diving School, Inc. 4709 Airline Dr.  Metairie, LA 70001 

harrysdiveshop@gmail.com    504-888-4882    harrysdiveshop.com 



The Republic of the Phillipines is an island nation on the Pacific Rim of SE Asia bordered on the east by the 
Phillipine Sea and on the west by the S China Sea.  Its closest neighbors on the mainland of Asia are China and 

Vietnam and its nearest neighbors to the S and SW are Indonesia and Malaysia. The country is composed of 7,107 
islands, of which 2,000 are inhabited. Only a 3rd have names and only 500 are larger than one square mile. 

The cluster of islands has a total land area of 116,000 square miles, roughly the size of Arizona with over 94 million 
people.  Along with 60 natural harbors, the Phillipines has one of longest coastlines of any country in the world at 

21,773 miles, nearly double that of the US.  Even better, the Phillipines has 13,128 sq miles of coral reefs. 
 

INCLUDES: Commemorative shirt, superior cottage at both Magic Island in Moalboal, Cebu  
and Magic Oceans in Anda, Bohol, 3-4 guided boat dives each diving day, unlimited shore diving (unguided) 

on fabulous house reefs, nitrox, marine park fees, one dive day-trip to Camigiun Island from Magic 
Island, one dive day-trip to Kasawan waterfalls from Cebu, one day adventure trip in Bohol, one Magical 
Firefly Tour (evening), one full body massage, Free WiFi, 3 full meals each day, refreshments between 

dives, coffee, tea and mineral water, soap, shampoo, conditioner, use of pool towels, whale shark 
experience (1 scuba & 1 snorkeling) and diving Cabilao during the boat transfer to Magic Oceans Resort.  

Both resorts have a gift shop, open air restaurant, well stocked dive shop, spacious camera room, 
internet café, gorgeous swimming pool and relaxation spa.   

On the last evening is a FUN Philippino party.  All cottages have air conditioning !!!!!!!!!    
Not included:  airfare to/from LAX, equipment rental, souvenirs, tips, alcohol, meals not at resorts, 

upgraded flights, extended stays, etc.  
 

Your trip will be absolutely MAGIC. 
Experience the Philippines where the diving is spectacularly varied,  

the people wonderfully friendly, accommodating and always wearing a big smile. 
 

CANCELLATION schedule 
All monies due June 30th, 2023        

Canceling before Aug 1st, 2023 is $500 penalty 
Canceling Aug 1 – Oct 31, 2023  penalty is $1000   Canceling after Nov 1, 2023 is 100% penalty.     

 
As of today, 11-1-2022, Covid vaccinations are required. 
We recommend letting the travel agent book the fights.   

  
*Sample Itinerary Guesstimated for 2024  
LAX to Manila departs 10:30pm arrives 4:05am  skip a day  
Manila to Cebu departs 6:15am arrives 7:35am 
Tagbilaran to Manila departs 4:15pm arrives 5:35pm 
Manila to LAX departs 9:05pm arrives 7:30pm 

 
               
  

Harry’s Dive Shop, Inc.   /   Metairie Diving School, Inc,    4709 Airline Dr.    Metairie, LA  70001 

www.harrysdiveshop.com         504.888.4882       harrysdiveshop@gmail.com 


